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ABSTRACT

The stringent debris control requirelents imposed on the design of the Space Shuttle booster separa-

tion motor are described along with the verification program lmpleDented to ensure compliance with debris

control objectives. The principal areas emphasized in the design and development of the Booster Separa-
tion Motor (BSM) relative to debris control were the propellant formulation and nozzle closures which

protect the motors from aerodynamic heating and moisture. A description of the motor design require-
manta, the propellant formulation and verification program, and the nozzle closures design and verifica-

tion are presented.
ir

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle solid rocket booster separation system is designed to ensure safe separation of

each of the Solid Rocket Roosters (SR_s) from the External Tank (ST) without damaging or recontacting

thakShuttle Orbiter/ET during or after separation. Eight solid BSMs, four mounted in the SEB nose

frustru_ and four mounted externally on the aft skirt (Fig. 1), provide the impulse and molenttm

required to move each SRB radially outward from the ST. As the SRBs move outward from the ST, the

slightly downward thrust vector of the SSME (Fig. 2) causes the orbiter to be exposed to the exhaust

pltme of the forward BSMs.

/ IEPARATION

Figure 2. Computer Simulation of SEB

Figure I. BS_ Locations. Separation Sequence.

SEB separation nominally occurs at a flight time of 124 oec, an altitude of approximately 140,000

ft. and a math number of..4.5. The initial conditions for separation (dynamic pressure, angle of attack,

sideslip angle, and body angular rates) will be different for each flight depending on ascent winds,

a_mospherlc conditions, SEB thrust tailoff _Lmtch, flight control Bystem status, and SSM_ operatinS

status. A set of design initial ¢onditlomo was defined which reflected s composite of nominal and

malfunction flight conditions and provided the basis for sizing the system. The BSM thrust and total

impulse requirements were derlTed from theme demlgn initial conditions (Table 1).

DESZGNDEIVEES FOR DENIS CON23tOL

Fl_e exposure tests of Orbiter and ET Thermal Protection System (TTS) materials conducted at the

Air Force Arnold Engineering Development Center indicatmd that even short-term exposure of Chaae
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TABLE 1. BSM PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN EE_U_S

PERFORMANCE

Thrust level (max), Ibf 29,000

Web action ti_e average thrust (mln), ibf 18,500

Web action time impulse (mln), ib-sec 14,000

A_ion time iz_ulse (mln), ib-sec 15,000

Web action time (max), sac 0.8

Ignition Interval to 75% max thrust, msec 30 to I00

Time to thrust equal to or greater than

web action average thrust (max), msec 200 •

Time from end of web action time (EWAT)

to 50_ of pressure •t EW&T, msec 100

Maximum pressure at EWAT, psi 2,000

Propellent bulk temper•furs, "F 30 to 120

DESIGN

Weight (wax), Ib _" 154

Length (max), in. " 34.6

Diameter (max) In. 12.88

Nozzle cant angle, degrees 20

Propellant stability •ddltives {wax) _ 2

Propellant burnIng rate additives (max) _ 1

materials to the solid rocket motor exhaust pl_me resulted in extensive material damage. TPS materials

exposed to exhaust plums in a manner that simulated the antlclp•ted flight conditions relative to

sap•teflon dlst•nce and exposure time experienced rather signlfican_ erosion and particle debris damage.

The Orbiter insul•tlon, conaistlng of rigidized silica fiber felt with • thIn borosillc•te glass co•rIng,

is designed for multiple reuses, and replace-mnt of the TPS tiles is a costly process. Alumlnu_ oxide

particles and debris from sources such •s igniter tape, ignitor propellant, and nozzle materS•is eroded

and fractured the TPS coating _o the extent that slmil•r erosion during flight would require repl•cez_nt

of the TPS.

The sensitivit7 of the 0rbiter/ET ITS to

exhaust pltms debris resulted in relocation of the

BSMs on the SEB and • reduced motor burning time

requirement. The forward BSMs were moved from the
SRB forward skirts to the nose frustum and oriented

as shown in Figure 3. This location and orienta-

riot, combined with a maximum burnIng time require--

mant of 0.8 sac, minimizes exposure of the ITS to
the plume durIng normal sap•ration conditions. T,

• similar manner, the aft BS_ were moved to the

SRB aft skirt and the nozzle canted 20 deg to

eliminate plume imping--_nt on lower surfaces of

the Orbiter. Since the ITS can be exposed to the

motor exhaust pltmsa for short periods in off-

nominal or abort separations, additional design

constraints were imposed on the BSM to minimize the

amount of damage.

J _L

Figure 3. Shuttle Separation System.

PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

The BSMperfor_ance requirements reflect an emphasis on control of exhaust debris. The require-

_nts that me,or burning time shall not exceed 0.8 sac and that tailoff pressure shall decay to 50_

within lO_maec were established to terminate the motor burning time and collapse the exhaust plume

before the Orbiter could intersect the motor plume boundary. In addition, the contoured nozzle is

designed to minimize the expansion of the gaseous and particulate plume at EWAT and during tailoff.
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Control of exhaust debris is reflected in the design requirements for the igniter, nozzle, nozzle

closures, and propellent. The nozzle and igniter were designed to preclude the generation of debris thus

limiting the types of materials and coatings that could be used. Propellant particulate debris is con-

trolled by limiting the amount of burning rate and stability additives to I end 2Z, respectively. A

similar constraint is imposed on the igniter propellent. Additionally, the igniter design was _odifled

to eliminate the ejection of unburned igniter and boost charge particulates. The igniter design

features a booster charge retainer with mylar sheet to contain the charge during handling and shipping

and a radially perforated igniter case to ensure complete burning of the booster charge and igniter

propellants before exiting the nozzle.

PROPELLANT FORMULATION

The selection of lZ end 2Z limitations on the burn rate and stability additives represented a

co_promise between minimizing particulate debris and ensuring adequate combustion stability margin.

Rigorous combustion stability requirements were imposed oD the motor design and the development program

to ensure stable operation of the motor. Two propellant formulations were selected for initial develop-

mant testing, the baseline propellant containing 2Z aluminum powder end an alternate containing a mix

of alu_rLnuB and alumina. The baseline propellent selected for the BSM is an 86Z eolids/2Z aluminum

HTPB propellant with formulation end key properties as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. UTP - 19,_48 BSM PROPELLANT

FORMULATION

Hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene binder, Z 14.0

Iron oxide catalyst, Z 0.25

Alumlnumpowder, Z 2.00

Ammonium perchlorate, Z 83.75

PROPERTIES

Theoretical specific impulse, eec 250

Theoretical density, 1b/in. 3 0.0614

Burning rate at 1500 psia/70°F, in./sec 0.8

Pressure exponent 0.45

Tensile strength at 70"F, psi 200

Elongation at 70°F, Z 40

End of mix viscosity (140°F), kps 5

Pot-life, hr 20

Autoignltlon temperature, °F

10 sec 685

30 sec 570

60 min , 420

Combustion stability was a major consideration in the design of the BSM since propellants with low

solid particles in the exhaust tend to produce chamber pressure oscillations. The evaluation of com-

bustion stability included (I) a preliminary stability evaluation based on an analysis of interactions

between combustion end flowfield and (2) pulse tests in prototype and development motors to determine

experimentally the stability of the motor. The stability of pressure disturbances of small amplitude

is balanced between the combustion processes that supply energy to the disturbance and other processes

that remove energy (i.e., nozzle, flow turning, and particulate damping). The evaluation of the

mechanisms contributing to motor stability were evaluated usln 8 a combination of analytical techniques

for particle and nozzle losses and flow turning and experimental data for pressure coupled response

using T-burner results. The T-burner characterization program was conducted using the baseline pro-

pellant formulation. The tests were run at 1350 psia using the pulse-variable area method which had

been used extensively for testing highly aluminized propellents. Cylindrical grains were used with area

ratio variations from 2.67 to 6.67 and frequency variations from 480 to 900 hz. One series of tests was

conducted with the grains preheated to approximately 130°F. The test results revealed a low response

function for combustion driving indicating a reduced susceptibility towards instability in the motor.
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The uncertainties involved in completely definin 8 and characcerizin 8 the mechanisms effeccin8 _ocor

scabili_y necessitated full-scale motor pulse tests. Four prototype and several developmenC motors

were pulsed aC a 5_ ovarpreeeure ac 200 and 400 meec after isnicion co demonstrate stability throughout

web burn time. The results of these tests, which revealed a highly damped response Co the overpressure,

verified the stability of the propellan_-_ocor combinacion over a wide frequency range in both Ohm axial

and _ransverse modes.

NOZZLE ENVIRONMENTAL COVER

The BSMs have _heir nozzle exiC cones exposed Co che atmospheric elements ChaC exist at the

Kennedy Space facility as well as _he environments of launch. In order _o preclude _he ability of _hese

envlronmencs from affecting che condition of co_onen_s within the motor (such as, the propellant _rain

and igniter) iC was necessary co provide a nozzle closure. This closure had no satisfy the following

basic requirements:

i. Provide a humldicy seal for the motor for a Ci_ period of 6 months on _he launch pad.

2. Be hermetic (no leaks) when the closure is subjected co a differenclal pressure of 4 psi.

3. Pro_ec_ _he BSMs from all launch and ezcen_ chermal and acousClc environmencs.

4. Open completely during the ignition Cr&nslenC _me.

5. Do noC produce any debris during ascenC, separa_ion, or booscer re-entry _ha_ could possibly

impac_ the Shuttle Orbiter.

The lancer requirement is particularly challenging for the nozzle closure of _he BSMs mounted wlch-

in the nose cone of che Solid Rocket Boosters (SEEs). The loca_ion of Che forward and af_ moun_ed BSMs

is shown in Figure I. From Figure 2 iC can be seen chac the SRB nose cones are mounted forward of the

Orblcer. Also, in order _o obtain the outward and downward movement of the SRBs relative co Orblcer,

ic is necessary for these forward BSMs Co have cheir nozzles poinced upward and inward Coward the

Orbiter. This creaCes a sIEniflcanC problem in Cha_ any portion of _he nozzle closure ChaC migh_ he

ejected during booster separation could severely damage the Orbicer and potentially cause lossof the

mission. Thus, a major requiremenc imposed on _he forward BSMs is Ehac _he nozzle environmental closure

noc only seal _he motor from ouCslde elements, open almost inscan_aneously during mocor ignition, hu_

Chac upon opening the nozzle closure muse remain ac_ached _o _he BSM and no_ allow any solid ejects.

Figures i and 2 show ChaC the af_ mounted BSMs are loca_ed af_ of the Orbiter wich _heir nozzles directed

aft of the Orbiter; Therefore, nozzle closure debris from these motors is acceptable s_nce ic poses no

threat to the Orbiter.

FORWARD BSM NOZZLE CLOSURE

A debrls-free nozzle closure posed a unique design problem. Many propulsion systems have nozzle

closures bu_ _hey are simply ejected upon motor IgnIcion. Therefore, no da_a/ex_erience base axlsced -

upon which _he BSM program could draw informacion. Numerous concepts were evaluaced including various

kevlar reinforced rubber closures cha_ were configured co pecal open and chen slide forward _o avoid

ablaClon of _he pe_als by _he BSM exhaust plume. This system had promising features buc introduced

potential hermeclc sealing problems, eeroheacin_concerns, and possible fligh_ dynamics in_eracCions

ChaC would be difficult Co si_mlace in ground Ces_ing.

Afcer further evaluaCion of poCanCinl approaches i_ was decided co design and _esc a rigid metal

cover ChaC could be made co hinge open during ms,or Iguicion as shown in Figure 4. Motor ignlCion was

required Co open che closure because chls nozzle cover concep_ was re_roflcCed Co the existing booscer

separaClon system and no addicional ordnance devices were _o be considered. The resulting primary

design requlremenCs for Che forward mounted BSMs nozzle closure were:

I. Frocec_ the BSM from ascent aeroheacing (1600*E).

2. Induce no mediflce_ions or additions co _he exiscing elec_rlcal or ordnance systems.

3. No solid ejects can emanate from che closure during all phases of booster fllghc from launch

through water impact.

4. Nozzle closure mm_ survive Che aerod_n_mic hmecin E. acousCic, vibration, and shock environ-

mencs of the boosCer from launch through water impact.

5. Nozzle closure muec open solely from the iwpeCus provided by motor ignition.

6. Nozzle closures cannon interfere with eicher the closures or exhaust plu_es of adjacent BSMs

(Fig. 5).
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7.

8.

The hinged cover e_st open • _tnimm of 145 ° in order to avoid interference with the BS_f
exhaust plume (Fie. 6).

The hinged cover must open a mtximm of 180" in order to avoid impacting the skin of the SRB
nose fairing.

SRB skin

lluillll ? _ illilm

¢--_ /_i,ulliy m

lit m_e¢ ml

Basic Concept for ILtnged Cover.

e Air
stream

Figure 4.
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Figure 5. Forward BSH Nozzle Closure

Relative Orientation.
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180° I ___t_ BSM exit cone __ _._

--", Maximum opening position J "__Tnt----- Frangible link *

Figure 6. Forward BSK Nozzle Closure Allowable Opining Angles.

0_

The primary deligu clialllmge for the hinged cover was to determ£ne how the large amotmt of rota-
tional energy could be absorbed in t_e to stop the cover between the angular position of 145 and 180
des. Extensive study of the problem reiulted in the use of • hiuge-pin (axis of rotation) that would
t_rlst during cover rotation. This rwlsti_g action allowed abmoIGptlon of • siguif£¢_mt portion of the
rotational energy. To absorb the remaining energy, a cantilevered secondary stop was incorporated
which could accurately limit rotational travel to a maximum of 180 deg. To prevent ipringback to an
angle less than 145 deg, a ratchet engagement device was used.
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The metal hinged cover, shown in Figure 7, consists of a structurally reinforced disc supported at

t_o points 180 deg apart. At one point, a hinge pin undergoes torsional plastic s_raln during opera-

tion, At the second point, 18D deg from the hinge pin, the disc is held closed by a stainless steel

frangible link. At a given ignition pressure, the frangible llnk will break and the cover will swing

open. During the opening process, the hinge pin will deform torsionally and absorb the accumulated

rotational energy of the cover. At 151 de E the cover engages a locking ratchetp then finally comes to

rest and locks at about 166 deg. At 155 deg the cover engages a deformable secondary stop (Fig. 8).

Between 155 de E and 180 deg the cover energy is, therefore, being absorbed by both the torsion pin and

the secondary stop.

Locking (_

key _

pin

Pawl and
Leak checkspring

0

Strongbeck

Frangible
link

Thermal

shield

Torsion pin

block with

ratchet

Seconder

stop

Figure 7. Exploded View of

]

• BSM _dc_e

Figure 8. Open Cover Emmediately Before
Secondary Stop Engagement.

Locating pin

Forward BSM Nozzle Closure.

The cover plate is spinTformed from a flat sheet

of 321 stainless steel. The strongback and lateral

support structure, also 321 stainless steel, ar_

spot welded to the cover plate. The subassembly is

mated to the attachment ring by aligning the holes

and _he keyway in the stongback tabs to those in the

torsion pin block, then inserting the torsion pi_.

After the cover is properly posltloned, the torsion

pin (304L stainless steel) is welded to the bosses

on the strongback tabs. The frangible link is

attached co the cover and the entire assembly is

bolted to a.flange on the exic cone. Figure 9 shows

the cover assembled co the exic cone.

Major casks for the hinged cover aeroheacing

shield were to demonstrate that the rotational

energ_ given to the cover could be absorbed by the

hinge pin via plastic torsional deformation without

resultant fracture of the pin. Additional objectives were to demonstrate repeatable performance, large

margins of safety, and zero debris during operation.

The frangible llnk was designed to fall during ignition. The torsion pin was sized to allow the

cover to swing open to an angle greater than 145 de E (to clear the expanded pl_m_) but less than 180

dee (to avoid impacting the SRB skin).

A series of component bench tests were performed to characterize the torsion pin and secondary stop

energy absorption at the predicted high strain rates. A laboratory fixture was designed and built

which could be preset to i_part the required a_)unt of torsional work to a flywheel simulating one-half
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Figure 9. Hinged Cover Assembled co BSH Zxir- Cone. _9.":

_of r.he mass properr-ies of r-he hinged cover. 'T'he flywheel was rest:rained by a single torsion pin spec.'L-

,men s'i,aular.ing one-half of r-he hinged cover r.orsion p_,", and was aer. 11.o conr-acr- a secondary sr-op specimen

afr-er approximately 145 de S rocar-lon.

Twency-flve corslon pins and four secondary sr-op specimens were r-esced. The resulr-s demonsr-rar-ed

repeatable performance in Char- all r-he inpur- energy was absorbed and the flywheel came r-o rest _rlchin

r-be position range of 145 des co 180 des required for hinged cover operar-lon. T_J.sc angles of approxl-

mar-ely 1,000 des were required Co fracr-ure r-he r-orslon pin.

From the above resulr-s, componenr- sizing dace were generated r-o supporr- a pror-ocype hinged cover

design. Three r-esr-s were conducr-ed in which the hinged cover was assembled r-o an empr-y BSH motor case

powered wlch only an $gnlr-er. The cover was r-esr-ed also during two BSH mor-or firing r-esr-s. All r-eats

_ were successful in r-hat r-he cover opened r-o the predlcr-ed angles, no debris was ejected, and no physlca- _

degradation of hardware was observed, u',::

Fifty-seven empr-y case r-esr-s and r-hree mor-or firings were conducted on the hinged cover to evolve

crlcical component dimenslons_ demonsr-rar-e repaar-&billr-y, and verify large margins of safety. Vibra-

r-ion, sr-ruc_ural, and leakage r-esr-s also were performed. The developmanr- r-esr-s and r-heir obJecr-ives

are given in Table 3.

Test Category

Co-ponenr- sizing

Repeatablli_y

Margin Test

VibraEion

Structural

TABLE 3. TEST OBJECTIVES SI_%EY

Leakage

-" ObJecr-ive

Verify sotmdnees o_ c_Tenr- design

Esr-abliah dimensions for crir-ical components

Demonstrate repeatable dynamic operaticn

Demonsr-rate survivability under all single poinr- failure modes

Verify cover remains inCacr- under full ascent vibrar-ion specr-ruan

Verify cover remains closed with frangible llnk omlr-ced

Verify cover remains intact and open during reentry

Verify inr-egricy of tar-chef pawl under simulated reenr-ry loads

Verify large margins in crir-ical design areas

Varify inr-egriCy of environmenr- seal

Empty case r-esr-s consisted of a BS_, motor assembly wir-h an ignir-er, and an epoxy filler co slmu-

lar-e propellant volume. Ir- was decermlned _ha_ r-he same inir-iacor system as would be used in fllghr-

was required co yield represenr-a_ive cesr- resulr-s. Bor-h Tabor and Kis_ler pressure _ransducers were

used r-o provide r-he required frequency response. Pressure dar-a were r-aken in r-he mor-or case and in r-he

exi_ cone.
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The frangible llnk, torsion pin, and secondary stops were critical components requiring final

design definition. Since these components were all functionally interrelated, many iteration• ware

required for final sizing. To as•let in this effortp NASA/MSFC-developed dynam/cs co_puter programs
were used.

Initial hardware was sized from static test results, than incorporated into a cover assembly and

tested. High speed photographic records were analyzed Co deteralne the cover po•Itlon versus time.

These results ware combined with the pressure data and the initial test conditions and input to • co•-

purer curve-fit progra_ to determine the ratio of _otor pressure to pressure against the cover (P/Pc)

_nd the cover dynamics. The values of P/Pc' cover mass properties, and initial design/performance con-

diclon= were input to a dynamics program. The output of this program was compared to the observed

dynamics of the cover and the value of the opening pressure was adjusted m_tll predicted and actual
test results agreed.

Component resizin8 is simulated by changing the initial design conditions and inputting these new

values to the dynamics program. The output will determine the hardware dimensions for subsequent tests.

Figures 10 end 11 show • typical cover (test 2-15) in the pretest and posttest conditions. In the test,
the final opening angle was 168 deg.

Figure 10. Pretest Condition of Typical

Hinsed Cover Test.
Figure II. Post-Test Condition of Typi.cal

Hinged Cover Test.

A series of margin tests were conducted to verify that single point failure modes wou'Id not result

in catastrophic failure. The result• clearly demonstrated the cover's abillt 7 to survive under extras•
test condition•. Vibra_ion tests ware conducted with the cover assembly attached to a BSM exit cone

and successfully demonstrated large margins of safety. A •erles of structural tests were performed to

verify large margins of 8afet_ during ascent end cover operation. Leakage tests with CN 2 verified the
intelrriL_ of the environmental ml to 4 pal.

The design shown in Figure 7 has been Incorporated into all flight BSM systems. To date, six

Shuttle launches have been co_pleted. All BSMs have performed as designed. Figure 12 shows the hinged
cover properly intact after the recovery of one of these flight•.
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ORIG_,JAL PACE 't:
OF POOR c_ , ,_.

F£1_re 12. Bet{ _Lnged Covers on )lose Cone _ _-¢overe_ _uttZe _oomter _Lt_tet FZ_4_t,

AFT BSI_ HOZZLE CI_)S_

As prev£ously _enc£oned, the aft mounted BSI4: do noC have • nozzle cover debr£e rtqutrentnt s_nce
_hetr nozzles are d:Lrecl:ed eva)" from 1:he d:Lrect£on of t:he Orb:Lter. The des:LKn 0£ t:h:Lz cover z:Lmply

£nvolves clampln S an 1100 ser_es elum:Ln ,m d£mc over the end o£ the nozzle. The d:Lsc ham • clrcu_eren-

C_al notch Co prov£de • clean rupture. The des£Kn £s shown in _:L_ure 13, F£sures 14 and 1_ show this

closure pre_esC and postteet. AZ1 tests vere_suc_essgu_l and the des£Kn has been incorporated for _11Kh_.

F:Lsure 16 shove the aft: mounl:ed BSH8 with the:Lr covers clearly ejected eft:er £gnlt:£on In gllKh_ on board
_he Shu:_le SRBs.

Figure 13. Aft )5ounted BSI4 Nozzle Closure Conf£guret£on (After l_roo_ _ezt).
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F_gure 1_. A_C Mounted B_f Nozzle C3.osure - Pretest.

]_.sure 15. Aft 14ounCed BSI4 lqozzle Closu.ce - Post-Test.
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OF POOR QUALIT_

F£Kure 16. Aft Mounted BS_Is After Recovery From Fl_ht.

CONCLUSION*"

The seven 8ucceam£ul £_:[_ht8 of the Space'Shuttle Transportation Symr_un (STS) have verified the

design of the BS}I relaC:Lve to control of dehr:J.8 chat vou_d be dmnaK_ to the Orb:Leer, Post £_t_ht

lnmpectic_s have not revealed m_y 0rbitar TPS dm_aSa reault_.ug frc_ BSH operation. The f_hc pro-
sram has valiclaCod the BSN das£gn approach stud the excammive development and carC:_ica_4ou cast

prosrm Chat was _mplemenced co ensure debris free oparaC£On.
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